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RHS Wisley Gardens
RHS Wisley is a beautiful garden filled with different rooms and styles throughout. As we first
walked in we were greeted with a formal water pond filled with flowering water lilies, framed
with perfectly mowed lawns and magnolias for height. There are mixed borders aplenty
throughout Wisley with different colours popping out. The royal blue of tall Delphiniums to the
rich purple of the bearded Iris with soft drifts of Geranium palmatum running throughout. The
formality of the gardens leads you towards the Tropical glass house. Inside there are 4 different
zones; Moist temperate, dry temperate, moist tropical and root zone. There are lots of
interesting plants inside one including Strongylogon macrobotrys or Jade vine. It is a vigorous
climbing plant native to the Philippines and it produces long hanging flower stems that are a
vibrant jade colour and just magnificently eye catching, I was very lucky to see it in flower.

The grand water pond

Informal water pond, with Rhododendrons and
Azaleas in flower behind

The Jade Plant

Sitting by big Gunnera leaves

The large formal mixed planting borders leading you down to the glass
house

The Lost Garden of Heligan
I was so excited to get to go and see this garden as I had heard so many good things about. It
lived well up to my expectations. We discovered new places throughout the gardens as we
further explored. There are walled kitchen gardens, and great expanses of woodlands with the
biggest Gunnera leaves I saw on the entire trip. The gully’s are filled with enormous tree ferns
that run down to a small creek that you can cross using a wobbly rope bridge. We followed the
signs through the woodlands to open paddocks where you can get high enough to take in views
back up towards the garden and house. The ‘Mud Maid’ and ‘Big head’ give off again another
feeling to the garden that is peace, tranquillity..
The entire time walking through the garden the feeling of its history comes oozing out, the
beautiful yet also sad story that this garden tells is a tribute to all who were involved in the
restoration of the lost garden of Heligan.

Stunning picture in through the fern tree gully

Mick hiding under the Gunnera leaves

Mud Maid laying peacefully

The Eden Project
Like all good gardens this one has a fascinating story that has led it to where it is today. It is built
on an old clay pit mine that was still there in 1999. Since then great efforts have been made to
show that positive change can come from such destruction of an area. The Eden Project gives
insight as to why they have done this design of the garden as they have, and what benefits it will
give.
We started the day by flying over the top of the marvellous garden on a zip wire, to get a bird’s
eye view and to understand the scale of the area.
We started our decent into the garden following the signs and walking the outside first, freezing
and the rain began to fall so we headed into the bio-domes where the temperature was just like
home on a summers day.
All throughout the garden there are various sculptures all of which have different meanings and
feelings. Two that stood out for me personally was ‘Seed’ and ‘Weee man’. ‘Seed’ was designed
and sculptured by Perter Rundall. He took inspiration form natures beautiful blue print and
Fibonacci’s sentence ‘spirals one way, spirals the other’. The ‘Seed’ is sat in a white and quiet
room lit with a glass sunroof that moves natural light throughout during the day (we were lucky
to get it to ourselves for 5 minutes before the school children followed us in ) where it
dominates the space. I love how the simplicity combined with the talent and patience of the
artist can be so moving in its representation of what is this idea of perfection- as nature is.
‘Weee man’ (Waste electronic and electrical equipment) on the other hand represents the
amounts of waste that a UK citizen will throw away in a lifetime. He stands tall and proud of
what he is representing made up of all different sorts of things from washing machines to
computer mice and everything in between. It is an easy visualisation and a way of teaching
people the importance of recycling and repairing electrical goods, even though they are made to
break after the first month you have them. I like the concept behind this sculpture and the
morals that ‘Weee man’ holds.

The Eden Project

Mick Flying over the Eden Project

Getting hotter as we head to the top of the Bio-domes

Seed

Weee Man

RHS Rosemore garden
We were warmly greeted as we entered and made our way into the garden. We walked through
to the woodlands and were amazed by the simplistic beauty. I loved how the tree trunks run so
quickly vertical into the sky.
We then found ourselves in the kitchen garden and a lot of the plants were just coming into fruit.
On the way we passed a grand pond with a stunning white Dog Wood in flower, a sight I will
remember for a long time, just beautiful. The colour pallet of plants that were in flower appealed
to me also. Getting the right plants together to flower at certain times of the year to create
impact shows great talent.
We finished off with a beer at the local beer tasting festival that the gardens were holding.
Listened to some local music and started on towards Bath and Oxford.

A unique sculpture to add interest for the children

One of the many gorgeous colour pallet of plantings in the garden

The magnificent flowering Dog Wood over hanging the pond
creating a reflection

Glendurgan North Helford
Glendurgan garden dates back to the 1820’s and is a beautiful valley garden. The rhododendrons
were in full bloom and the colour just magnificent as you walked beneath them. I also had lots of
fun in the maze as we tried to find ourselves to the centre and then back again. As you walk
further into the garden it carries you through to a small village by the water’s edge on the other
side, simply picturesque. Wondering back through, you walk up to the top of the hill and look
back onto the garden.
A small garden though not any less beautiful.

The maze

Looking back over the garden

The amazing flowering digitalis Fox glove

Dyrham Park.
In-between Bath and Oxford there are many National Trust properties we decided to visit
Dyrham Park to see an old Manor house and the gardens that surround it. It has been a deer
park since The Anglo Saxon times, year 577. The formal style plantings in the front of the manor
has influences from French styles with pattern lawns and formal hedges. To the west of the
house is an informal style garden that was designed later and has water ponds with cascading
water and loose plantings.

The view down the valley over Dyrham Manor House

The back entrance

Formal lawn garden

Oxford Botanic Gardens.
Oxford botanic garden was simply beautiful. Some of the garden beds are comprised of specific
genera, showing the variations of species through the genus. Though I was mainly interested in
seeing Professor Hitchmough’s Merton boarder gardens which use seeding techniques to create
diversity in the garden. The plants are chosen for their drought tolerance and ones that will thrive
with no fertilizer, staking and with very little water. The garden has different planting schemes
throughout according to the different regions of the world they naturally grow in, adding visual
impacts through the mixed boarders as you can see variation of plants within. They have done this
to allow the plants to grow as they would in their natural environment. These techniques are very
sustainable as small amounts of maintenance is required for these plants to thrive.

Sitting soaking up the sun and reading about the design techniques

Beth Chatto’s Garden
We stayed with my dear friend Gill that I met at Chelsea flower show. She took us to one of her
client’s gardens that she had designed. It was great to see her planting style and the techniques
that she used when placing plants at Chelsea show in a Garden that has grown into its surrounds.
It had sculptures that were slightly hidden, that would intrigue you to walk into another section
of the garden. She recommended that we head to Beth Chattos garden on our way up to the
lakes district, so we did.
Beth Chatto is one of the great English designers of her time. The day we visited was her 91st
birthday! Through her gardening she noted the importance of water saving gardens in the UK as
she feared of less rainfall in the coming years. This garden is now thriving.
Then on the other end of her garden are great water ponds, sweeping green lush lawns, mixed
planting boarders and gorgeous deciduous trees. A wonderful garden you could get lost in all
day.

Gill and Myself

The garden beds within the sweeping lawns

Sitting by one of the ponds in the garden

Dry garden

Planting scheme in the dry garden

Fell Foot Park
On the way into the Lakes district is this splendid park on the lakes edge. Mick and I just stopped
here briefly on our way through for lunch. It was a bitterly cold morning and to my surprise two
men were in their speedos and swimming! While I was freezing with 4 layers on, they must have
been used to it. This was a great stop point and awesome to see up close the way they used to
build their structures with all the flat stones that they found locally. In the picture is just a small
part of the building that they had built. On the other building was great big stones hanging over
the windows. I liked seeing a park that was left basically in its natural way, and seeing the
different ways it was being used, from people walking their dogs, swimming men and us there
for a bite to eat.

Stone structure on the Lakes edge

Looking over the Lakes district

Hill Top, Beatrix Potter’s house
One of my favourite days out. Beatrix Potter’s stories were my favourite as a young child, and to
be at the place where she drew her influence from was inspiring. Her house has been left just as
she wanted, the garden was still in full flower and the vegetable garden looked yummy
The town was small and peaceful and felt as though you were in an entire garden. It had a great
community feel to it and I would have loved to have stayed here for a few more days.

Sitting with Mr McGregor in his garden

Standing out the front of Beatrix Potter's house

BBC Gardeners’ world live Garden
show. Susie Wareham
Another friend that I met while I was at Chelsea was Susie. She was speaking about a show
garden that she was putting together for the first time at the BBC Gardens world live garden
show and invited us to come and have a look on our way through. The timing worked perfectly.
She is from the London collage of fashion and is focused on plants that can be used for natural
dyes. I was fascinated by this, as it was something that I haven’t thought too much about. When
looking at the beautiful mixed boarder garden she had created and the plants that were included
they were beautiful and useful too.

The beautiful planting scheme Susie used

Susie’s concept and award

Susie and I sitting by her show garden

Edinburgh Botanic Gardens- Work
experience.
Day one- I started my work experience in the Rock garden. I was shown the garden by Kate who
talked about the different styles that were used. They have plants growing from all around the
world in this section of the botanic garden.
In the afternoon I was taken on a tour through the herbarium. It was amazing. Some of the
specimen’s dates as far back to Cook and Bank’s first voyage out to Australia and New Zealand in
the 1700s.
After this I was also shown some of the student’s master’s thesis. There are horticultural courses
you can do through the botanic gardens. I spent some time to sit down and read through and
there were some fabulous research that had been done.
Day two – I was placed in the nursery section on my next day. I was shown around their nursery
and discovered all the different areas where plants are grown. They mainly had Buxus growing
for replacements. There was also a section for endangered specimens native to Scotland and one
lady looked after these. She would also go out in the field to collect samples to help prevent
these species becoming extinct.
I helped to pot-up plants that were ready to be up graded into bigger pots, a system is used just
like Kew to ensure that the correct plants are being recorded and counted for future references.
Day three- On my third day I was out helping the team that looked after the perennial plants in
the garden. This day we were working in the Queen Mothers memorial garden, we needed to
prune the Bog Myrtle (Myrica gale) back into the shape of a labyrinth. Volunteers came and also
helped, they come every week and get stuck in and enjoy their time helping in the garden. I was
then taken on a tour around the botanic garden, by another volunteer. She explained to me the
origins of the garden how it was initially a physic garden, then was brought to where it is located
now and turned into the botanic gardens. There are still many plants within the gardens that
have natural healing qualities.
Day four- I was in the Temperate lands, a part of the tropical glass house helping to tidy up. I
pruned some Pelargoniums, I also tied back and pruned the vine that was trailing over the rail
along the second story walk way. I also helped to weed and do a general tidy and then went to
listen to the student’s final presentation in the lecture hall.

Some of the planting scheme of the Botanic gardens

drought tolerant rock plants growing in a manmade
rock that has flowing water behind

Tacca chantrieri
One of the Herbarium specimen

Jupiter Art lands- Edinburgh.
This garden was one of the most intriguing and fascinating garden we visited. It was not a space
that had been perfectly manicured, it was a space that I found made me think and created all
sorts of different feelings as you entered into the different areas.
These areas were for sculpture art, and all were so different. I liked how in one garden there
were so many different feelings that came from the way the artist has used the land to show
case his/her sculpture art.
A garden that was absolutely filled with mystery and wonder.

.

Quinta da Regaleira. Sintra Portugal
This old Palace and gardens dates back to the early 1800’s and over the years there have been
handmade Grottos, underground tunnels, massive expanse of gardens, water gardens, fountains,
and two initiation wells. Quint da Regaleira has only been open to the public since 1998 and is
now owned by the local town of Sintra.
It is like a whole other world in there, as soon as you step in you are confronted by a Palace that
towers over head. Then, as you make your way around the garden you can’t help but feel the
history ooze out and it is a wonderful place to explore and discover. I like how it is so well
preserved and you can almost imagine yourself back in these years. Though it is a spooky garden
it is beautiful with unusual plants and paths that lead you throughout.

Initiation Well

Manmade water ponds, the steppers Castle like features that you can
lead you to the underground tunnels walk up to views over Sintra

The grand palace

This has been such an insightful and wonderful experience into the industry of horticulture. I would like to encourage
anyone who travels to the UK, Scotland, Europe and Singapore to try and visit these gardens and talk to the people who
are involved, as getting the opportunity to meet and learn from some of the industry leaders was amazing. They
encouraged me to pursue my goals and their willingness to share their knowledge and insights made me feel welcomed
and supported.
Thank you to BBM Youth Support and The Australian Institute of Horticulture for everything you have given me to help
start my career.
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